
                                                                                                                              
 

  

                       

     
                                                

                OBA’s Chewing The Cud Issue 7              1st October 2020  
 

 The de-stock & re-stock counter argument to managing Drought as a pastoralist 
 

The common conception, often from those not on the front line of the land, is that the answer  
for Livestock in terms of Drought is simply to sell off stock, with one example below further  
to a feature article on OBA Managing Director Brett O’Brien by the Australian & New Zealand  
                       Intitute of Insurance & Finance (ANZIIF) from 31st January 2020: 
                                            

                                     

                                  
                                                     Full article online: here 

             
 
    There are several reasons this conception is flawed, rendering it a misconception, including 
however not limted to the following 3 matters which we unpack from an ariel perspective below: 

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/affiliations/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ANZIIF-Taking-a-stand-for-Livestock-Drought-Insurance-Brett-OBrien-31st-Jan-2020-1.pdf


                                                                                                                              
 

  

      1. Cattle prices: 
       De-stocking: here (from $10 per head) 

                                                              

                  
          Re-stocking: here                        

                                                                                                                                                                                  

                          
 

2. Genetics:  
             The loss of genetics as referenced is this update from March 17th 2020 can be exceptionally  
                                 problematic and cost counter productive from a time perspective: 
 

                           
 

         Whilst introducing a sire on a herd can be considered as ‘new’, close to 90% of genetic 
         composition of the next calf crop from that point is determined by sires used in the preceding 3  
         generations, noting the dams that make up the herd are the result of past breeding. 
 
         The highly heritable traits of the new sire will often be observed in the first generation  
         of calves nonetheless to change a whole herd is a gradual, time consuming process. 
 
       What this means in simple terms is that to change a herd’s direction takes considerable ‘time’.  

  The value of correct, methodic, genetic selection is that it offers permanent, cumulative improvement.  
 
You only need to ask the people on the land if they know of Drought effected pastoralists who have been    
   forced to sell breeding stock in addition to non-breeding stock and they will tell you point blank, ‘yes’, 
further evidenced here, again from update of 17th March 2020 titled ‘Blood lines’, excerpt as follows: 
 
                          ‘Half their prized cattle – boasting genetics built up over several decades, 
                          – had to be sold. Many were slaughtered because nobody wanted them’ 

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/livestock-drought-insurance-blood-lines/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-08-21/cattle-prices-in-australia-most-expensive-in-world/12582158
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/livestock-drought-insurance-blood-lines/
https://www.maitlandmercury.com.au/story/5397665/hell-on-earth-toll-of-drought-is-unforgiving-across-the-state/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/livestock-drought-insurance-blood-lines/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/4Pb6H5kmMnY?start=18&feature=oembed


                                                                                                                              
 

  

3. Praticality: 
Hypothectially, if you were running a Hotel or a Hairdresser, both of which as industries have  
a myriad of markets available to them offering bespoke Business Interruption insurance would 
you think it was practical and/or preferable to engage in the following hypothetical scenario: 
 

1. A downturn (interruption) in either guests or customers occurs due to an event, example: Bushfire 
 

2. Your option is to sell rooms in your hotel, floor space in your hair salon IF can find 
a buyer willing to purchase, which is highly likely to be on the buyers terms (price) 
 

3. Guests, customers (trade) return post the Bushfire and you again approcah either  
averaged or maximum occupancy and/or turnover, consequently you need to re-purchase  
the rooms / floor space back, again likely under the terms of the seller 
 

       Notwithstanding Livestock are largely a commodity good as aposed to real estate / floor space  
              the relativeness is not diminsihed within the hypothetical scenario in discussion rendering  
de-stocking and re-stokcing largely an un-sustainable business operating model for many pastoralists: 

 

            
 

      Rhetocically does anyone in business beit as a a commodity trader, Farmer or otherwise think its  
sustainable to sell at peanut prices only to buy at caviar prices or similar at either end of the spectrum(?). 
 

The answer to Drought as a pastoralist is not de-stocking beyond desired levels beit seasonal  
otherwise, moreso the answer should be to be able to feed the Livestock (via Drought insurance)  
to keep them alive or be compensated for their true market value or thereabouts (via Drought  
                                         insurance), which is not $10AUD per head.  
 

       For those that say well ‘boo-hoo ’ to Farmers ‘you picked the wrong industry / commodity’ we again 
    make the point below, additionally noting most industries (not Ag) can easily insure Business Interruption: 

                
                                Whilst many Australian’s within the non-rural community, understandably  
                     tire of hearing of Farmers woes, the reality is that what decimates our  
                     Agriculture sector, including however not limited to Drought, is economically  
                     felt nation-wide by the vast majority of Australian’s.  
 
                     It’s worth bearing in mind also that whether you are vegan, vegetarian,  
                     pescatarian, carnivore or other, its highly likely somewhere in your nutrition 
                     supply chain that you will have had much less than 6 degrees of separation 
                     from the people (Australian Farmers) who grow the fresh fruit & vegetables,  
                     wheat, barley, herbs, poultry, dairy and meat most of ‘us’ enjoy and require  
                     from within ‘our’ world class Agriculture sector.                                                                 

                                          Online here - OBA Managing Director Brett O’Brien    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Pb6H5kmMnY&t=18s
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/our-ethos/


                                                                                                                              
 

  

      Whilst Australia is certainly not the only country in the world where Cattle are mustered by  
      helicopter, per captia we certainly do some of the most of it. 

 
Australian Cattle stations, in Western Australia, Northern Territory, Queenland and NSW  
rank amoung the largest in the world by mass and some would say ‘notoriety’. 

 
We have some 20 stations that are over 10,000km2 each, which to put in context the entire  
Europen coutry of Luxembourg is 2,600km2, notwithstanding what it lacks in mass it more  
than covers for in aesthtics. 
 
As the aviation sector has seen increases in helicoptor insurance premiums recently as reported  
by Insurance Business news 8th September 2020 here it is not suprising to see the flow on effect  
this has had to Australian pastoralists as reported by ABC rural 7th September 2020 here: 

 

        

                                                                                     here 
        Brett considers his time spent on Cattle Stations in the Northern Territory, whereby encounters  
        with Black Buffalo, Crocodiles and the Larrakia people are all in a day’s work (muster), surpasses  
             for wonderment his similar experiences on stations in the USA, Europe and South America. 

 

       There are ofcourse other means to muster Cattle as serenly captured by Trina Patterson below: 
                                                    

                               

                                    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luxembourg
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/au/news/breaking-news/skyhigh-rates-make-clients-skip-cover-232861.aspx
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-09-07/sky-high-insurance-hurts-helicopter-mustering-farming/12625890
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SetfWKoCm14
http://larrakia.com/about/the-larrakia-people/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-09-08/photography-showcases-life-on-the-land/12636860


                                                                                                                              
 

  

                                 On the 15th of September 2020 OBA was invited to participate in a  
                                        Drought Insurance Survey by AgroInsurance as follows: 

                                                                                                                     
 
  ‘The damage from drought worldwide increased to over €20 billion in 2019, while less than €2 billion was covered by insurance. 

Farmers and governments are now demanding insurance, while the industry is looking for the best ways to provide this.’  

   OBA formerly referenced AgroInsurance here on 23rd December 2019, with their 2021 international conference here in Tibilisi: 

                     
 
     
                  Within Issue 5 of Chewing The Cud we referenced that it is reported $8billion has been put into Agriculture  
                     to combat Drought in recent years, a figure industry insiders say is more accurately stated at $20billion. 
 
    With that in mind, as reported 23rd September 2020 here, it’s interesting to note the bill from a series of national Australian            
 disasters between September 2019 and July 2020 totalled $3.8 billion, which may not even consider into let alone include the above:  

                          
                       
 Further to reference to worldwide agriculture insurance premium subsidy’s in Issue 1 Chewing The Cud and climate change   
                referenced above the following from the Nigerian Guardian reported 21st September 2020 here, excerpt below: 

               

https://agroinsurance.com/en/o-nas/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/livestock-drought-insurance-how-the-drought-is-effecting-agricultural-shares-on-the-asx/
https://agroinsconf.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tbilisi
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OBAs-Chewing-The-Cud-Issue-5-Aug-2028377.pdf
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/au/news/breaking-news/expert-warns-on-gaping-holes-in-australias-natural-disaster-preparedness-234196.aspx
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OBAs-Chewing-The-Cud-issue-1-May-2028379.pdf
https://guardian.ng/features/farmers-can-get-50-subsidy-on-insurance-premiums-says-naic/


                                                                                                                              
 

  

           Further to Issue 6 of Chewing The Cud whereby reference was made to Bushfire metrics  
        released by the Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) calls have now come for Government  
              lead Bushire insurance here, with excerpt below as reported 12 th September 2020: 
 

                                                 
         
        
       Per Brett’s email to Scott Morrison February 26th February 2019 here the Government being    
       involved in Bushfire insurance is not dissimilar to its involvement in Flood insurance here 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               

         Thus notwithstanding the ministerial rhetoric above right the Federal Government being involved 
                  in insurance beit Drought, Bushfire, Terrorism, Cyber Attack or Flood is nothing new. 
       
   One could even argue that in addtion to being involved in Flood, Cyber and Terrorism inusrance, amoung  

   others, on the basis the Government offers grants, per below, which can be used to replace Livestock  
   lost due to extreme weather that the Government are already providing an avenue of financial recourse  
   thus as a nation it would be prudent to put some rigidity around this for the next Drought and the next   
   generation as aposed to this reactive, adhoc, cyclical behaviour in what is the 2nd driest continent of earth. 

         
Excerpt from Shanes Stone’s ‘Staying Connected’ newsletter of the 18th September 2020 here  

               noting this grant was announced in April 2019 following QLD floods of February 2019:  
                
              ‘These co-contribution grants of up to $400,000 are flexible and can be used to replace 
                              lost livestock, lost plants or damaged on-farm infrastructure.’ 
 

    OBA suggested directly to the Minister for Agriculture at the time this was announced in April 2019 that:  
         ‘this should include insurance premium subsidy for insuring Livestock against Flood & Drought’: 
 

                                                                    

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/OBAs-Chewing-The-Cud-Issue-6.-.pdf
https://www.insurancecouncil.com.au/
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/au/news/breaking-news/report-calls-for-governmentled-bushfire-insurance-233386.aspx
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/livestock-drought-flood-insurance-update-may-2019/
http://nqhomeinsurance.gov.au/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/our-ethos/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/our-ethos/
https://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/national-location-information/landforms/deserts
https://dpmc.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.aspx?d=r&c=0591F47E14F190F8&ID=48A7DE738450178B2540EF23F30FEDED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ev0B2xcg7wg?feature=oembed


                                                                                                                              
 

  

     Per below, subsequent to the ARPC webinar OBA participated in on 3rd September 2020 the ARPC  
                             will explore extending coverage as reported 10th September 2020 here  

                                                                 
        

     

        Further to reference to such in Our Journey and Issue 4 Chewing The Cud we were informed on  
        the 22nd September 2020 that we were selected to progress to interview at a state level for the  
                                                            Nuffield Farming Scholarship:  

                      
                              Nuffield state based interview invitation                    Nuffield excerpt Issue 4 Chewing The Cud 

             
             Notwithstanding we were pleased Nuffield selected our submission to progress to state-based   
                   interviews, we have nonetheless withdrawn our application for a myriad of reasons. 
 
            We wish scholars attending the Contemporary Scholars Conference in England (2021) and                                              
                                              the Global Focus Program Tours (2021-2022) well.  

                                                                                 
 

https://arpc.gov.au/
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/au/news/cyber/arpc-report-explores-value-of-extending-coverage-to-include-cyber-terrorism-233114.aspx?utm_source=GA&utm_medium=20200909&utm_campaign=IBW-Newsletter-Opener-20200910&utm_content=C9961B42-D66C-4CFE-A412-1895D76E9C83&tu=C9961B42-D66C-4CFE-A412-1895D76E9C83
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/oba-journey/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OBAs-Chewing-The-Cud-issue-4-July-202028376.pdf
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OBAs-Chewing-The-Cud-issue-4-July-202028376.pdf


                                                                                                                              
 

  

         On October 28th 2019 we referenced Brahman Cattle under the heading ‘Resiliance’ here for their     
                unique ability to deal with several conditions in Australia, not least of all heat tolerance: 

         
 

With that in mind and with a name like Droughtmaster we felt compelled to reference this annual 
   bull sale which just set a record price of $160,000 with a Brahman bull named Rondel Whisky  

                                                as reported 16th September 2020 here  
 

              
      
Noting Rondel Whisky’s owners expected to fetch $50,000 for him, were optimpistic of getting $100,000, 
we can well imagine the whisky’s and similar did flow at the auctions record sale price of $160,000 - salute! 

 
               For OBA readers keeping count / record at home with a scrotal measurement of 39cm  

        Rondel Whisky falls 7cm short of 41/97 here   notwithstanding Rondel is yet to turn 2 y.o. 
 

                            Notwithstanding the above was an annual bull sale for a high level reference on  
                                 How the ‘Saleyard’ market works refer our update 26th March 2019 here 
                                                            

       

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/28th-october-2019-resilience/
https://www.droughtmaster.com.au/national-bull-sale/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2020-09-16/record-price-of-160k-paid-for-droughtmaster-bull/12666420
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/our-logo/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/livestock-risk-transfer-how-the-saleyard-market-works/


                                                                                                                              
 

  

                                           
                
              With no Royal Melbourne show on this year due to Covid-19 we wind the clock back to 1989   
                                   when Brett’s father John O’Brien, bred the bull ‘Hotshot’ who won: 
       1st prize in the 18 to 20 month Angus Bull class & Reserve Junior Champion Royal Melbourne Show: 
 

             

    
      From the Colac Herald 1989:  John O’Brien & Hotshot    John immersed in Cattle in rural Victoria     Supplying Melbourne’s fine dinning scene 1990’s 

                           
                     John above left working with & observing Cattle in Australia and above right with Brett in Kansas, USA 1994 

   
 Considered by several breeders in Australia, USA, New Zealand & Europe as one of the world’s best Cattle    
 judges John has spent over 60 years breeding, observing, steering & critically assessing / improving Cattle     
 
                               In 2020 John owns and operates Natures Blueprint Cow & SAIMCo     
                              

                                                   

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/oba-journey/
https://naturesblueprintcow.com/profitable-farming-systems/
https://saimco.com.au/


                                                                                                                              
 

  

            Previous iterations of Chewing The Cud are now available online as follows: 

 

                    
 
                                                               This tab also includes archived ‘Updates’ from April 2019-20 
 
                                                                                          OBA in The Media here 

                                                           

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/chewingthecud/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/achievedupdates/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/media/


                                                                                                                              
 

  

  
                                                                        OBA Gallery  
 
             

                                                            
                                                                            

                                                               OBA YouTube channel:              

                                                 

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/gallery/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCswclnANko5Iz9KojENpjUQ/videos?view_as=subscriber


                                                                                                                              
 

  

                                                  On this day: 

                
 

45 years ago today the Thrilla in Manila was the third and final boxing match between Muhammad 
Ali and Joe Frazier.  It was contested for the heavyweight championship of the world at the Araneta 
Coliseum in Cubao, Quezon City, Philippines, on Wednesday, October 1st 1975. The venue was renamed  
from Araneta Coliseum, specifically for the match. Ali won by technical knockout (TKO) after Frazier's 
chief second, Eddie Futch, asked the referee to stop the fight following the end of the 14th round. The 
contest's name is derived from Ali's rhyming boast that the fight would be "a killa and a thrilla and a  
chilla, when I get that gorilla in Manila." 

The bout is consistently ranked as one of the best in the sport's history and was the culmination of a 
three-bout rivalry between the two fighters that Ali won, 2–1. The fight was watched by a record global 
television audience of 1 billion viewers, including 100 million viewers watching the fight on closed-
circuit theatre television, and 500,000 pay-per-view buys on HBO home cable television.  

 

   

                                            
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boxing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_Ali
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_Ali
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Frazier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_Araneta_Coliseum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_Araneta_Coliseum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubao
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quezon_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_knockout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddie_Futch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_watched_television_broadcasts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_watched_television_broadcasts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Closed-circuit_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Closed-circuit_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatre_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pay-per-view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HBO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cable_television
https://www.youtube.com/embed/8qNnWZ8R6UI?feature=oembed


                                                                                                                              
 

  

                                                          

                          
               
                                                                

                                                               OBA Team            

            
                                                                                                                                                                        

                   

                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            OBA Consulting is a B2B consultancy operation.  

         
                                                                                                                    We do not provide any advice to the general public whatsoever in relation to general insurance products. 
 

                                                                             In the course of refercing other sources of news and information, including usage of third party entity logo’s this is done so on the basis of ‘information purposes’.  
 
 

   
This document and any attachments are confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify OBA Consulting immediately and delete all copies of this document. You must not copy, use, disclose, distribute or rely on the information contained in it. Copying or use of this communication or information  
in it is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. The fact that this communication is in electronic form does not constitute OBA Consulting consent to conduct transactions by electronic means or to use or accept electronic records or electronic signatures. Confidentiality and legal privilege attached to this communication are 
not waived or lost by reason of mistaken delivery to you. OBA Consulting does not guarantee that this document or links are unaffected by computer virus, corruption or other defects and accepts no liability for any damage caused by this document or links due to viruses, interception, corruption or unauthorised access.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                         Copyright © 2020 OBA Consulting, all rights reserved.  

https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/bio/
https://www.obaconsulting.com.au/bio/

